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SAFEGUARDING POLICY 
INCORPORATING CHILD 

PROTECTION 
PROCEDURES  

 
  

 Mission Statement 
As a Catholic school, our mission is to show love through our respect for others. 

 
We value our God-given gifts, talents and abilities. 

Our aim is to bring out the best in everyone, within a safe and happy environment. 
 

Everyone should know that we are followers of God by what we do, not just by what we say. 
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The Deputy Headteacher who has ultimate responsibility 
for safeguarding is Mrs Scott (Designated Safeguarding 
Lead –  DSL) 
 

In their absence, the authorised member of staff is Mrs 
Wilson (Safeguarding Manager –SM) 

 

Named Safeguarding & 
Prevent Governor  

Contact 
number/email 

Mrs Meakin  Via Headteachers PA 
 

Our procedure if there’s a safeguarding concern about a child  
 
If staff members have a concern about a child, they need to log a concern to the DSLs 
via CPOMS. CPOMS is the school’s simple and easy to use online reporting process 
for staff to make a referral to the DSL. 
 
Volunteers and temporary staff are to complete a “Temporary Staff Logging 
Safeguarding Concern/Disclosure Form” and immediately deliver to the DSLs.  
 
Staff are reminded to refer to DSL and not investigate concerns themselves.  

If a child is in immediate danger or is at risk of harm, a referral should be made to 
Children Services and/or the police IMMEDIATELY. Anyone can make a referral but 
where a referral isn’t made by a DSL, the DSLs should be informed as soon as possible 
that a referral has been made and a logged via CPOMS.  

 

 

Our procedure if there is an allegation that an staff member has harmed a child, 
or a child is at risk from a staff member is 
 

All allegations must be immediately reported to the Headteacher, (or the Chair of 
Governors if the allegation is against the Headteacher) who will ensure that the children 
and safeguarded and refer them to Children’s Social Care (if required) on 0161 234 
5001. 
 

The individual reporting the allegation must not question the alleged victim, alleged 
perpetrator or potential witnesses 
 

The Headteacher (Or Chair) will report the concern to the Designated Officer at the 
Local Authority and agree a course of action.  
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Our whistleblowing procedure if staff and volunteers wish to raise concerns 
about poor or unsafe practise and potential failures in our safeguarding regime 
internally or externally 
 

A member of staff with a concern should usually raise these with the relevant 
Designated Officer (an identified member of SLT). If the Designated Officer is involved 
the member of staff should raise the concerns with the Headteacher. If the Headteacher 
is involved the Designated Officer should raise the concerns with the Chair of 
Governors. If the Chair of Governors is involved the Designated Officer should raise 
the concerns with Diocesan Education Officer. 
 

Concerns should be confirmed in writing setting out the background and history of the 
concern, giving names, dates and places where possible, and the reason for concern. 
Members of staff who do not initially feel able to put their concerns in writing should 
meet the Designated Officer. 
Advice and guidance on how matters of concern may be pursued can be obtained from 
Human Resources or from trade unions or professional associations who may raise a 
matter on behalf of the member of staff. 

 

This policy will be reviewed annually unless an incident or new legislation/guidance suggests the 

need for an interim review. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Through this policy we aim to create and maintain a safe learning environment where all children 

and adults feel safe, secure and valued and know they will be listened to and taken seriously.  

 

This policy has been developed to ensure that all adults in our school are working together to 

safeguard and promote the welfare of children and to identify and address any safeguarding 

concerns and to ensure consistent good practise and should be read in conjunction with Keeping 

Children Safe in Education 2019 (KCSIE)  

 

Our approach is child-centred.  

 

‘Safeguarding and the promoting the welfare of children is everyone’s responsibility.  

Everyone who comes into contact with children and their families has a role to play.  In order 

to fulfil this responsibility effectively, all practitioners should make sure their approach is 

child-centred.  This mean they should consider, at all times, what is in the best interests of 

the child.’ (KCSIE 2019). 

 

Please see Part 1 of KSCIE 2019 for definitions of significant harm, Physical Abuse, Emotional 

Abuse, and Neglect from and further information about complex safeguarding issues including Child 

Sexual Exploitation (CSE), Peer on Peer Abuse, Domestic Abuse, Radicalisation, Honour Based 

Violence (Forced Marriage, Female Genital Mutilation), Private Fostering, Modern Slavery, Knife 

Crime and County Lines in the full statutory guidance.  All staff members at the Barlow RC High are 

to read and understand Part 1 of KCSIE 2019.   

 

Safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children goes beyond implementing basic child protection 

procedures.  The aims of this policy are in accordance with our Mission Statement and our Equality 

& Diversity Policy and is an integral part of all our activities and functions. 

 

‘Safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children is defined as 

 

 Protecting children from maltreatment 

 Preventing impairment if children’s health or development 

 Ensuring that children grow up in circumstances consistent with the provision of safe and 

effective care 

 Taking action to enable all children to have the best outcomes’ (KCSIE 2019) 

We are also aware of the wider importance of considering environmental factors in a child’s life that 

may be a threat to their safety and/or welfare.  This is known as Contextual Safeguarding and is 

referred to in KCSIE 2019 and Working Together to Safeguard Children 2018.   

 

2. ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

2.1  HEADTEACHER 

The Headteacher will ensure that:- 

 All policies and procedures adopted by the Governing Body to safeguard and promote the 

welfare of pupils are fully implemented and followed by all staff (including temporary staff) 

and volunteers and that they are regularly updated in response to local practice or national 

changes in legislation.   

 All staff and volunteers understand and comply with our Employee Code of Conduct. 
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 A member of the Senior Leadership Team (SLT) is designated as the Designated 

Safeguarding Lead (DSL) is identified and receives appropriate and ongoing training, support 

and supervision as well as sufficient time and resources to enable them to discharge their 

responsibilities.  

 Parents/carers are aware of and have an understanding of our responsibilities to promote the 

safety and welfare of our pupils by making our statutory obligations clear in our prospectus. 

 The Safeguarding and Child Protection Policy is available on our website and is available to 

all staff on our T drive.   

 Child friendly information of how to raise a concern/make a disclosure is clearly displayed in 

all classrooms and offices in the school.  The Barlow also has an online system called The 

Sharp System which is for children to raise a concern anonymously.    

 We cooperate fully with MCC and MSCB multi agency safeguarding procedures and 

arrangements are in place to monitor the quality of referrals and interventions. 

 We create a culture whereby all staff, volunteers and visitors feel confident and have 

knowledge of how to raise a concern about poor or unsafe practice in regard to the 

safeguarding and welfare of the children and such concerns are addressed sensitively and 

effectively.   

 The school will ensure that any staff provided by external agencies/organisations who work 

in regulated activity have been DBS checked. In addition, where the school outsources a 

contract, and staff working in regulated activity on a permanent basis are provided by an 

external organisation, the school will ensure that the employer organisations have 

safeguarding policies in place, including safer recruitment and annual safeguarding training 

appropriates to the employee’s roles.  

 We have appropriate procedures to ensure that there is no risk to children from visitors and 

we exercise diligence and prevent any organisations or speaker from using our facilities to 

disseminate extremist views to radicalise pupils or staff.   

2.2  GOVERNING BODY  

The  Governing Body will ensure that:- 

 All policies, procedures and training in our school are effective and comply with the law at all 

times 

 A named member of the Governing Body is identified as the governor for safeguarding and 

for Prevent and receive appropriate training.   

 The identified safeguarding governor will provide the governing body with appropriate 

information about safeguarding and will liaise with the DSL on a regular basis to share 

information and updates.   

 Our safeguarding policy is reviewed at least annually and our Employee Code of Conduct is 

reviewed every 3 years unless there is a significant change in legislation requiring an earlier 

review.  

 We operate safer recruitment and selection practises, including appropriate use of references 

and checks on new staff and volunteers. 

 We have procedures in place in place for dealing with allegations of abuse against staff 

members and volunteers and these are in line with Manchester LA procedures. 

 All staff and volunteers who have regular contact with children receive appropriate training 

or information and advice about the safeguarding process as relevant to their role. This is 

completed on induction and is ongoing throughout the school year via staff briefings and 

email updates.   

 There is appropriate challenge and QA of the safeguarding policies and procedures.   
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2.3  DESIGNATED SAFEGUARDING LEAD   

The DSL has specific responsibility for championing the importance of safeguarding and 

promoting the welfare of children and young people.  The DSL together with the Safeguarding 

Manager (SM) will act as first point of contact with regards of all safeguarding matters.   

The DSL and the SM will:- 

 Attend specialist DSL training every year 

 Keep up to date with changes to local policy and procedures, be aware of any guidance 

issued by the DfE concerning safeguarding and update school procedures and policies as 

necessary. 

 Provide ongoing support and training for staff and volunteers by way of staff briefings, email 

updates and CPOMS training.   

 Ensure that all referrals made to Children’s Services are effective and in line with MSCB 

procedures by submitting a quality referral with all appropriate information in a timely manner.  

All referrals are logged via CPOMS and are followed up by the SM. 

 Ensure that all staff with specific responsibility for safeguarding children, receive the 

appropriate supervision to undertake this role by enabling the SM to receive half termly 

access to supervision with an outside agency.   

 Ensure that all staff and volunteers understand and are aware of our reporting and recording 

procedures and are clear about what to do if they have a concern about a child. 

 Always be available during school hours during term time.  Our SM works all year round and 

can also be available out of hours so that concerns can be addressed in a timely manner. 

The DSL/SM liaise with other key members of staff including the wider pastoral team - LAC 

Designated Teacher, SENDCo, Year Co-ordinators and Head of Years and the Senior 

Leadership Team (SLT).    

2.4  ALL STAFF  

All staff in the school, have responsibility for safeguarding, according to their roles and under 

the guidance of the DSL 

All staff will:-  

 Follow our agreed Employee Code of Conduct and Staff Handbook guidance.  

 Attend training sessions/briefings as required to ensure that they are aware of the signs of 

Abuse, Neglect, Complex Safeguarding Concerns and key LA approaches including Early 

Help and Signs of Safety.  

 Attend training sessions and staff briefings as required to ensure that they follow relevant 

policies and procedures.  

 Provide a safe environment where children can learn. 

 Be approachable to children and respond appropriately to any disclosures or concerns. 

 Never promise a child that they will not tell anyone about an allegation, as this may not 

ultimately be in the best interest of the child. 

 Know what to do if they have a concern and follow our agreed procedures for recording 

concerns, sharing information and making referrals. 

 Attend multi-agency meetings as required if appropriate to their role.   

 Contribute to the teaching of safeguarding in the curriculum as required, if appropriate to their 

role.  

 Provide targeted support for individuals and groups of children as required, if appropriate to 

their role.   

 Teaching staff have additional statutory duties, including reporting any cases of 

known or suspected Female Genital Mutilation.   
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3.  TRAINING & AWARENESS RAISING 

3.1   All new staff and regular volunteers will receive appropriate safeguarding information during 

induction. 

3.2  All staff must ensure they have read and understood at least Part 1 of KCSIE.  This will be 

emailed out to all staff each time there has been an update and staff confirm they have read this 

in writing.  

3.3  All staff will receive annual safeguarding training/refresher which includes basic safeguarding 

information about our policies and procedures, signs and symptoms of abuse (emotional and 

physical), indicators of vulnerability to radicalisation, how to manage a disclosure from a child 

and well as when and how to record a safeguarding concern.   

3.4  All staff members will receive regular safeguarding and child protection updates in relation to 

local and national changes, but at least annually, providing them with relevant skills and 

knowledge to safeguard children effectively.  This will take place in the form of annual training 

and update via staff briefings and emails throughout the academic year.   

4.  SAFEGUARDING/CHILD PROTECTION POLICY & PROCEDURES 

4.1  PUPIL VOICE 

Children are encouraged to contribute to the development of policies and share their views by 

way of regular pupil voice questionnaires. 

4.2  ATTENDANCE 

4.2.1 We view poor attendance as a safeguarding concern and in accordance with our Attendance 

Policy, absences are rigorously pursed and recorded.  In partnership with the appropriate 

agencies, we take action and address all unauthorised absences in order to safeguard the 

children in our care.   

4.2.2 The school Attendance Policy identities how individual cases are managed and how we work 

proactively with parents to ensure they understand why attendance is important.  This may 

form part of an Early Help Assessment (EHA) or a Parenting Contract.  

4.2.4  We implement the statutory requirements in terms of monitoring and reporting children missing 

education (CME) and off-rolling and understand how important this practise is in safeguarding 

children and young people.  

4.3 EXCLUSIONS 

The DSL will be involved when a fixed term or permanent exclusion is being discussed and any 

safeguarding issues will be considered.  Where it is felt that a child or young person is likely to 

be permanently excluded a multi-agency approach will be taken to ensure that there is an 

improved understanding of the needs of the young person and their family and that the key 

agencies are involved.   

4.4   VULNERABLE GROUPS 

4.4.1  We ensure that all key staff work together to safeguard vulnerable children.  We have weekly 

PAWS meetings which involves the SM, SLT, key pastoral and SEND staff discussing the 

needs of our children and young people.  There is also a weekly pastoral meeting which 

involves all the pastoral staff.  

4.4.2  Any child may benefit from early help at times, but staff will be particularly alert to the potential 

needs for early help for a child who: 
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 Is disabled and has specific additional needs 

 Has special educational needs (whether or not they have an EHCP) 

 Is a young carer 

 Is misusing drugs or alcohol 

 Is in a family circumstance presenting challenges for the child, such a substance abuse, 

adult mental health problems or domestic abuse 

 Is an international new arrival, refugee or asylum seeker 

 Is looked after, previously looked after or under a special guardianship order. 

4.4.3 Children with special educational needs (SEND) and disabilities can face additional 

safeguarding challenges.  All staff are aware that additional barriers can exist when 

recognising abuse and neglect in this group of children.  These can include assumptions that 

indicators of possible abuse such as behaviour, and injury relate to the child’s disability without 

further exploration, being more prone to peer group isolation the potential for being 

disproportionally impacted by behaviours such as bullying without outwardly showing any 

signs; and communication barrier and difficulties overcoming these barriers.   

5. CASE MANAGEMENT, RECORD KEEPING & MULTI-AGENCY 

WORKING 

5.1   KEEPING RECORDS 

5.1.1  We keep and maintain up to date information on children on the school roll including where 

and whom the child is living, attainment, attendance, referrals to and support from other 

agencies.  The record will also include a chronology of any other significant event in a child’s 

life. 

5.1.2  We keep copies of all referrals to Children’s Social Care, The Early Help Hub and any other 

agencies related to safeguarding our children. 

5.1.3  We keep the safeguarding records in a secure location. 

5.1.4 We send a pupil’s safeguarding file separately from the main file to a new educational 

establishment if a pupil leaves the school and keep a copy of the file in accordance with LA 

guidance.   

5.2 RECORDING & REPORTING CONCERNS 

5.2.1  All staff, volunteers and visitors (who come into contact with children) have a responsibility to 

report any concerns about the welfare and safety of a child all such concerns must be taken 

seriously.  If a concern arises all staff, volunteers and visitors must:  

 Staff - Log/record the concern using CPOMS, our safeguarding recording system.  

 Temporary staff, volunteers and visitors are to log/record the concern via our “Temporary 

Staff logging a safeguarding concern/disclosure form”.   These forms are issued to temporary 

staff, volunteers and supply workers on arrival at the school and the Cover Supervisor will 

always have a supply available.   

 This is to ensure all concerns are in writing and include verbal accusations.   

5.3 INFORMING PARENTS & CARERS 

5.3.1  Our responsibility is to safeguard and promote the welfare of all the children in our care.  We 

aim to do this in partnership with our parents/carers and would expect them to provide up to 

date contact details for 3 family members/friends. 
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5.3.2  In most cases parents/carers will be informed when concerns are raised about the safety and 

welfare of their child/ren and will be given the opportunity to address the concerns raised.  We 

will aim to engage with parents/carers through the Early Help process, including carrying out 

an Early Help Assessment (EHA). 

5.3.3  We will inform, and gain consent, from parents/carers if possible, if a referral is to be made to 

Children’s Social Care or any other agency unless it is believed that doing so would put 

the child/ren at risk, e.g. in cases of suspected domestic abuse.  We will record the reasons, 

if consent is not gained.   

5.4 MULTI-AGENCY WORKING  

5.4.1  We will develop effective links with other relevant agencies and co-operate as required with 

any enquiries regarding child protection issues. 

5.4.2   We will notify Children’s Services if: 

 A child is subject to a child protection plan is at risk of permanent exclusion. 

 There is an unexplained absence of a child who is subject to a child protection plan of more 

than two days from school. 

 It has been agreed as part of any child protection plan or child In Need Plan. 

5.5 CONFIDENTIALITY & INFORMATION SHARING 

5.5.1  Staff will ensure that confidentiality protocols are followed and under no circumstances will 

they disclose any information about children outside of their professional role.   

5.5.2  Information about children will only be shared with other members of staff on a need to know 

basis. 

5.5.3  All staff and volunteers understand that they have a professional responsibility to share 

information with other agencies, if in the child’s best interest, in order to safeguard them.   

5.5.4  The Data Protection Act 2018 and GDPR do not prevent, or limit, the sharing of information 

for the purpose of keeping children safe.  This includes allowing practitioners to share 

information without consent.   

5.6 CHILD PROTECTION (CP), CHILD IN NEED (CIN) AND EARLY HELP MEETINGS 

AND CONFERENCES.   

5.6.1   Members of staff who are invited to attend a CP conference or other core group meetings 

about an individual pupil/family, will need as much relevant updated information about the child 

as possible.   

5.6.2   A CP conference will be held if it is considered that the child is suffering or at risk of significant 

harm. 

5.6.3   Every effort will be made to ensure that we contribute and attend CP, CIN and EH conferences 

and review meetings.  We have a member of staff who works all year round in order to attend 

these meetings.   

5.6.4   We aim to comply with local arrangements top prepare and submit reports for CP conferences 

within the required timescales.  Attempts will be made to discuss/share reports with the 

parents/carers.  We will use the most up to date pro forma.   

5.7 CONCERNS/DISCLOSURES BY CHILDREN, STAFF & VOLUNTEERS 

5.7.1   Any concern, disclosure or expression of disquiet made by a child will be listened to seriously 

and acted upon as quickly as possible to safeguard his or her welfare. 
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5.7.2   All staff and volunteers must be clear with children that they cannot promise to keep secrets. 

5.7.3  We will make sure that the child or adult who has expressed the concern or made the complaint 

will be informed not only about the action to be taken but also where possible about the length 

of time required to resolve the complaint. 

5.7.4 We will endeavour to keep the child or adult informed about the progress of the 

complaint/expression of concern. 

5.8 SERIOUS CASE REVIEWS (SCR) 

5.8.1  The Manchester Safeguarding Children Board (MSCB) will always undertake a serious case 

review when a child dies (including death by suicide) and abuse or neglect is known or 

suspected to be a factor in their death.  If required we will fully cooperate with the review 

process.   

5.8.2  Our DSL will keep up to date with the findings from SCRs in Manchester and share the learning 

and review our safeguarding procedures if relevant.   

6.  THE CURRICULUM 

We are committed to promoting emotional health and well-being and to supporting the 

development of the skills needed to help children keep themselves safe and healthy, develop 

their self-esteem, develop resilience and understand the responsibilities of adult life, 

particularly in regard to child care and parenting skills.  We teach children to recognise when 

they are at risk and how to get help when they need it.   

6.1    All children have access to an appropriate curriculum, differentiated to meet their needs.  They 

are encouraged to explore and discuss their ideas, thoughts and feeling thought a variety of 

activities and have access to a range of multi-cultural opportunities which promote the 

fundamental British values of tolerance, respect and empathy for others.  

6.2     This enables them to lean and develop the necessary skills to build self-esteem, respect other, 

defend those in need, resolve conflict without resorting to violence, question and challenge 

and to make informed choices in later life. 

6.3    There is access to a range of extra-circular activities which promotes these values and supports 

the social, spiritual, moral well-being and physical and mental health of our pupils. 

6.4  PSHE lessons provide opportunities for children to discuss and debate a range of subjects 

including lifestyles, knowing and understanding how to keep themselves safe and different 

family patterns 

6.5  We take account of the latest advice and guidance provided to help to address specific 

vulnerabilities, risks and forms of exploitation including but not limited to CSE, Radicalisation 

and Extremism, Modern Slavery, County Lines, Female Genital Mutilation and Forced 

Marriage.   

7.     E-SAFETY  

7.1 E-Safety is a safeguarding issue, not an ICT issue.  The purpose of Internet use in our school 

is to help raise educational standards, promote children’s achievement and support the 

professional work of staff as well as enhance our management information and business 

administration. See our e-safety policy for further information 

7.2  The internet is an essential element in 21st century life for education, business and social 

interaction and we have a duty to provide children with quality access to it as part of their 

learning experience. 
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7.4 We will ensure that appropriate filtering methods are in place to ensure that children are safe 

from all types of inappropriate and unacceptable materials including terrorist and extremist 

materials. 

7.5 We have an Acceptable Use of ICT Agreement for Staff & Volunteers and a separate 

agreement for Computer Network, Internet and Mobile Phone Use for students in their journals, 

which is signed by students and parents each academic year.  These cover the use of all 

technologies used.   

7.6  Mobile phones, Ipods, IPads and MP3 Players are not permitted in school.  If children carry 

such a device for their journey to and from school, they must be switched off and in their school 

bag during the school day.   

8.  SAFER RECRUITMENT & SELECTION OF STAFF 

8.1  Our recruitment and selection policies and procedures adhere to the DfE guidance in Keeping 

Children Safe in Education 20198.  See our Safer Recruitment Policy.   

8.2  The Headteacher and governing body will ensure that all external staff and volunteers 

accessing our school site during the school day have been DBS checked. 

8.3  Written notification will be requested from any agency or third party organisation used by us to 

confirm that the organisation has carried out the statutory recruitment checks. 

8.4  At least one member of each recruitment panel will have attended Safer Recruitment Training. 

8.5  Trainee teachers will be checked by either the school or their training provider. 

8.6  The school maintains a single record of recruitments checks undertaken.   

9.  MANAGING ALLEGATIONS & CONCERNS AGAINST STAFF & 

VOLUNTEERS 

9.1  We adhere to DfE guidance Keeping Children Safe in Education, Section 4 when dealing with 

allegations made against staff and volunteers.  

9.2  All allegations made against a staff member or volunteer will be dealt with quickly and fairly in 

a way that provides effective protection for the child whilst at the same time providing support 

fort the person against whom the allegation is made. 

9.3  Allegations will be referred to the LA Designated Officer if they meet the threshold. 

9.4  We ensure that all staff are aware of how to raise a concerns, including anonymously as a 

whistle-blower. (see Allegations of Abuse Against Staff Policy) 

10.  SAFETY ON & OFF SITE 

10.1  Our site is secure with safeguards in place to prevent any unauthorised access and also to 

prevent children leaving the site unsupervised.  If a child does leave the school site during the 

school day then we will: 

 Search the premises carefully 

 Contact a parent/carer to make them aware of situation 

 If the child cannot be located on school premises or was observed leaving the school site 

we will advise parents to attempt to contact them by phone.  If they cannot be located, then 

we will report the child as missing to the police.   

10.2   All visitors, including visiting speakers, are subject to our safeguarding protocols whilst on site 

and will be supervised at all times, if no checks have been made.   
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10.3   We will ensure that any contractor, or any employee of the contractor, who is to work at the 

school, has been subject to the appropriate level of supervision depending on circumstances.  

We will always check the identity of contractors and their staff on arrival at school. 

10.4  Our premises can be hired for external used via our partner agency, SLS for use out of school 

hours. We will ensure that all staff working for SLS during school hours have been 

appropriately vetted e.g DBS checks. Where students are on-site out of school hours, e.g. 

during holiday periods, where adults hiring our facilities who have not been vetting may be on-

site, we will make arrangements to supervise students appropriately at all times.  

10.5  We will only place children in alternative educational provisions (AP) which are registered 

providers and quality assured.  Children who require access to AP will have a personalised 

learning plan designed to meet their needs.  Or DSL will liaise with the AP DSL to ensure a 

consistent approach and that all relevant information is shared.  Their attendance will be 

monitored by us in accordance with School Register Regulations.  

10.6  We will ensure that any visitor, including those on work experience who is working 

unsupervised with children has a Enhanced DBS check with a children’s barred list check.  

10.7  All school trips are fully risk assessed and no child will be taken off site without parental 

permission. 

10.8  For international exchanges, we will liaise with partner schools abroad, to establish a shared 

understanding of the arrangements in place both before and during the trip.  We will ensure 

we are satisfied that these are appropriate and sufficient to safeguard effectively every child 

who will take part in the exchange. We may also feel it is necessary to contact the relevant 

foreign embassy or High Commission of the country in question to discuss what checks may 

be possible in respect of those providing homestay outside of the UK.  This may include the 

need to undertake a DBS check on all adults hosting a homestay. 

The policy should be read in conjunction with following school policies and 

procedures: 

 Acceptable Use of ICT Agreement Staff & Volunteers 

 Agreement for Computer Network, Internet and Mobile Phone Use (Students in Journals)  

 Allegations of Abuse Against Staff Policy  

 Confidentiality Policy 

 Data Protection Policy  

 Educational Visits Policy  

 Emergency Lockdown Procedures 

 Employee Code of Conduct  

 E Safety Policy 

 Equality & Diversity Policy  

 First Aid 

 Health & Safety Policy  

 Home Visiting Policy 

 Positive Handling Policy 

 Safeguarding against Extremism & Radicalisation Policy 

 Safer Recruitment Policy  

 Student Attendance Policy  

 Visitor Policy 

 Whistle Blowing Policy 

 Behaviour Policy  

And 
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 Keeping Children Safe in Education (KCSIE) Sept 2019.  Part 1 to be read and understood by all 
staff 

 Working Together to Safeguard Children July 2018 

 DfE Children Missing Education September 2016 

 Information Sharing 2018  

 Sexual Violence & Sexual harassment between Children May 2017 

 What to do if you’re worried a child is being abused 2015 

 Data Protection Act 2018 

 GDPR 

 UKCCIS Guidance: Sexting in Schools & Colleges, responding to incidents and Safeguarding 
Young People 2017
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